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"Liberate the Christ Body”
A release Number 2 from The World Mother Office
September 11, 2001
These words were given to me following meditation this evening. Why? What does this command mean?

It means this: We are now being lifted and transmuted into a whole new dimensional frequency, which is
the Christ Plane, or CHRIST BODY. This BODY surrounds the planet and has been waiting to enfold you
as Christ Consciousness.
The Body of Christ is the Solar Son. It enfolds you now in the magnificent rhythm of the Christ, and it is
glorifying the Christ (Flame) within your heart as I write.
The Christ Body is a dimensional change or shift. This shift is mandated by the Solar Council. It comes as
divine intervention to prevent further devastation on a planet that is destined to rise into higher form.
Lift your thought into Higher Mind. Relax and let Me (the Christ, God in you) flush out the weakness and
plurality of your former life. Stretch to the new dimension of Creative Power and sit with the gods.
The meaning of this declaration, Liberate the Christ Body, is a direct command from our Hierarchy to free
into our experience the presence of the Almighty Christ as CONSCIOUSNESS. The shift has begun!
Blessings of the Light,
Crystal
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LET YOUR WHOLE BODY BE
OF LIGHT
Continued from page 11
flock! Correct My position in the Universe, as I Am
THE I AM.
Statement of the Father and joy unto you, I come. Fill
these beings with My radiance, the Light of My
consummation. As I hung on the cross, I realized what
you are, and I stabilized this Universe Consciousness at
that time. Yea, all have risen as I AM and all abide in
My heart! Yea, I AM the Son.
Visualize the Christ Universe as awakened now and see
it as a splendorous light of undenied radiance in man.
Then hold this vision for a moment or two, that it might
be given to all mankind alike as the letter from the
Lord.
Peace abide in your heart now. Peace, eternal Peace of
the Father/Mother God. It is written I have come and I
AM.
This letter written to My people; this letter, taken to My
people, will open them. Let it be taken as new Light.
- Crystal

Design/Arrangement: Okey Ibezim
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Jesus and the Light Body
The Specials Vol.3 No. 5
Every cell is alit with the Jesus code. It is
time to restore it to recollection. The very
consciousness that Jesus maintained is
available now as you make your
transition through the doorways of
Consciousness.

light that you can know Him. It is
the connection point. When - from
this point on - the body of light as the
Planetary Christ becomes one body:
the “body of Christ.” Through this
energy field you will see things
anew.

The light of the I AM Presence that Jesus
wears and adorns is the message that is Thus, the light children, activated,
available now in your body, mind and join the Christ as He(She) has
spirit.
descended and they merge as one
body of consummate law focalized
The message He gives us is this: "I have as the Planetary Christ. A recreated
overthrown the old ways. They are no consummation of the original idea.
more. I AM the One sent to christen you
with the program of vibrational However, that does not say that
redemption and kingship.
within the Planetary Body Planetary Christ - those children of
“I AM the Presence within you calling all light may not move through threads
molecules together into expression of a and cords of Dispensation to go and
new life: embodiment of the I AM come or enter other regions of light.
Presence. Come into the Resurrection. I T h e y a r e n o t b o u n d b y t h i s
AM the King of the Resurrection. I AM Planetary Christ, only embraced by
the new circuit of vital Presence that Him (Her). The important point
seeks only to reclaim itself in you as the here is: You share your light body
lost chord, the identifying pitch, the I w i t h t h e I n c o m i n g C h r i s t AM.
cooperating with that System of
Government. However - and let me
“I have never forsaken you. I have make this point well - please
always remembered you. And I gather remember, you are free in the Christ,
you up unto Me as the Christ in motion. not bound by any means.
"Thus is the Creator in you moving
through your light body, establishing
Itself on earth as it is in heaven. It is the
day of recollection. It is My hour of
transmission to you. I want all My
children to come home to the Father's
House.”
LISTEN TO THE CALL
The Call into the light body is the
preparation for the Coming of the Lord.
It is the light body that foreshadows this
event, and it is only through the body of

(Your Twin Flame waits for you in
the body of light.) Lift your
intelligence to that point and
gravitate to that circuit. It is the
Creative Power here that will move
mountains, just as Jesus did.
And this is the portion not admitted
into your records until now. The
rhythmic content of these records
will jar you into recollection, and
remembrance shall be yours in
truth.

CHANGING OF THE GUARD
When one cycle ends another
begins. I tell you this now:
The Cosmic Christ acting upon
the female body causes a
different reaction than within
the male body.
It is My hope that the female
body, under preparation now,
will be suitable for My regency
and the full Devic (Angelic)
Command that I will thrust
upon her as she realizes her own
greater body in My Name
(Mind).
The higher management of the
laws of heaven and earth belong
in the woman's (Womb-man's)
hands, not man's. I come as
Woman now, reseeded in the
vibrations of the Holy Mother.
Follow the cosmic law of energy
that will permit you to
command as love incarnate. I
have spoken, 0 Mother of My
Day.
(Note...)
This revelation and
determination comes to man
and woman alike. It is time for a
rebirthing of the Christ Seed, the
Christ Ideal, in man and woman
alike. Thus is the power
transferred to the woman cycle
where life begins, where life is
regulated and where it can be
nurtured; for the Christ Energy
must be sustained and
maintained now in the exact
rhythm of the Lord.
continued on page 4
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Jesus and the Light Body
Continued from page 3
It has been my observation to note that
often when a woman rises and
stabilizes in her own Self, her "power,"
the man-partner beside her will lose his
"power," his measurement of identity.
This can be disconcerting, and
dangerous. The male-partner may
swing too far to the passive or the
feminine side of his nature. This can
result in feminine patterns of
behaviour and movement as well.
What has taken place in the partnership
- relationship - is that the man can no
longer identify with his control points.
Because the woman has found herself,
truly has moved through a new
gateway of revelation and
identification, she is no longer in need
of protection. She cannot be controlled
nor managed because she has found
the Boss within herself. She has found
her own power!
The man beside her reacts. He may find
himself without identity, no longer
"needed." What must he do? Is it not
time to find himself in a new way? The
Christ inside himself is pulling him into
a new dimension of Be-ing where the I
AM Presence will significantly Be for
him what he was for woman.
Man loses his power. He weakens as
woman finds her strength in Me or the
Presence of God. She stabilizes there in
the image and likeness of God's will for
her as a complete identity within herself.
Thus the partner is alone, without
seeming power and without his
protective cloak of the male identity.
Here is the key: He must reclaim his
power in the female side of his being. He
must know that the Power is within the
feminine side of his own being. And it
is in this rising feminine pole that he

What you decree in Me is done.
There is no other. Rhythmic
supply is radiating. It is through
your acceptance of My supply in
you that It is finished and it is
done.

will permit the true power of the
Christed man to rise and express.
Then we will see a new creation
emerge through both sexes. There
will be no dependency on one
another. Both shall be complete The supply of God in you needs
within themselves and both shall be expression.
satisfied.
How do you express this divine
In order for the Mother to rise in supply? By aligning with it,
conformity with My will, the letting it flow.
"power" must be transferred to the
female side of nature. Here, as the Healing is supply, just as goods
Divine Mother, new creation will and money is supply.
emerge embodying the Light of the
World in the glory, in the wonder, of W h e n d i s - e a s e o r a n y
consciousness divine.
appearance or suggestion of
imbalance is present in your
Man, as well as woman, shall be physical body, allow the supply
restored to rightful position. Man, that is God to fill you and
as well as woman, shall find a new replenish you.
identity.
The same law of energy is true of
As female - the feminine side of any mental dis-order. Where
nature - rises - so does the Creative there is a need, God is present:
Daughter. This announces the ever present - The Brotherhood
divine fire of life, the very program of Life
of Existence, as translation begins to
My Heart.
And here I want to say this: You
are not “perfect.” You must claim
Therefore, if man should feel your perfection in Me. I, the Spirit
powerless, weak, passive and within you, seek to express as
without identity, remember this: Do the "I AM." I AM a circuit of
not try to return and reclaim your energy reclaiming Itself. I know
old way.
Myself well as perfection. The
need for you to be perfect is My
Mark this well! Claim the feminine need to express My perfection.
side of your nature -- where rests the Therefore, let Me Be in you as I
vital Creative Energy -- and realize AM. That is something you must
that the two are one as I.
learn: I seek to express. I AM the
perfection you seek. I AM the
All is God. The Mother of All is the perfection you are.
deepest region of Soul speaking to
us now as Conception - A new A n y s t a t e o f d i s h a r m o n y ,
rhythm takes place.
continued on page 5
DIVINE SUPPLY
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Jesus and the Light Body
disease, disorder must be released.
Allow me through you as perfection.
Thus you can follow Jesus' direction
when He tells you to seek first the
kingdom of God and its righteousness,
for this, indeed, is the direction for all
mankind.
AN ADDED AMENDMENT...
Do you want something out of life? Life
can't give you anything... Life is.
All intelligence is decreed in life. The
hypocrisy is that we are taught as
children - most of us at a very early age that we are achievers. Yet nothing
could be further from the truth when
one understands and can comprehend
that letting Me express in you as you is
what the word "life" really means. I AM
all-consciousness God in you as you.
As divine will presents itself, release
into Me that I might Be. And this is the
Christed revelation.
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT
There are modes. Whirling
differentials of time and space. Each
with their own conditioning... You can
move as an interspacial deity entering
zone ideas, transforming them, or
leaving them without touching them
really... moving on and creating new
zones or energy.
It is not necessary to “live with a
person” even if you are in the same
house ... as you can move and have
your being in places of differentiation.
Try it.
God prospers you in the Son.
***
The place of peace is inside you. It has
nothing to do with another person,
place or thing. Once that peace is
found, it is externalized as your
environment.

Continued from page 4

for this planet, there are new
dimensions to experience and
new vibrating laws to
understand. Awaiting you is a
new body of Earth - not as you
have known her - but as a BODY
OF LIGHT.

The God-power (rhythm of the
Creator) you are and ever shall be is
internal, consummated through
your own trust and faith. It prohibits
all else - this power of God in you from forming save the light of Itself. The Holy Spirit Energy now
precedes The Embodiment of
The sanctuary you seek is the Sananda as Life on this planet.
Creative Power lying still and (October 2, 1991)
dormant, waiting to externalize.
Once it externalizes, you have the Seek nothing for yourself. Then
Creative Principle in action.
is the Plan in place.
You - inhabitants of Planet Earth
The Power prohibits personal - must learn to put the good of the
display. It will not act on the whole first - all creatures, all
personal sense.
kingdoms, not your personal
gain. (This is the Christ growing
Thus it comes to pass that no man as Seed-light within each human
comes to Me save through My Son. heart.)
Degree passed.
This is what Earth seeks of you.
***
This is your final initiation on
The dimension of wholeness is Earth.
found in the Spirit. Completeness.
Yes, there are other initiations To the unsatisfied, this is the place to most certainly - in sequence of
c o m e . T o t h e u n s t a b l e . T h e My Being. But once you have
frightened. The poor and the rich passed this Initiation and born
alike.
the Child of Light as
Consciousness, as the divine
For it is here, in the dimensions of Child of the Universe - My own
Spirit, that completeness can be felt in you - then shall you move into
and discovered and met.
a different order (Melchizedek)
and behold the Light as your
O u t o f t h i s d i m e n s i o n o f Selves.
completeness, new universes are
formed, new worlds.
May My Peace Be among you
and My Life.
Come here, My children, Come Lord Jesus, Sananda
here. In Me, you have your strength. (October 14, 1991)
CALL OF THE RISEN CHRIST
My Life is your life, We are One.
This is an emergency Call to all This universe is complete in itself
initiates who are willing to leave all without any fixing.
else and follow Me.
Transfiguration is near.
Entering into a new energy pattern
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Free Willy

THE SPECIALS Volume 4, no.12
October 12, 1997
Your body now is a vehicle for the
light. It can no longer hold old
ideas. It is bathed in light now, the
very expression of God's voice. I AM
Spirit! each cell proclaims. And
light revolves through each cell as
each one begins to express the
divinity of itself: the Christ
consciousness in a proclamation of
light, of immortality, yea of no
death.
You are birthing a new body now! A
body so beautiful that it is
wondrous to see. You will swim
with the dolphins in this body and
play with the whales. And all of
God's children in the ocean and the
sea, in the rivers and the streams
will love you because they will see
themselves in you: joyous and free.
Behold the body of light! Behold
that light consciousness as it is
manifesting its own body! Here now
is a new day. This is a day of light, of
evolution in the human sphere as
Man, consciousness itself, ascends
into light and takes the body into
the light as immaculate form.
Be clothed in radiance. Behold the
light and with this light move and
create beautiful objects upon this
earth. Be souls of light now. This is
the coming of the Lord. It is the
great light of Sananda. It is the
Solar Logos, and it is the Christ
dimension for you. Be centered in
the light. It is your consciousness.
You are as the sun.
Remember that all that I AM, you
are, and I shine forth as
abundance, prosperous living.
Behold I am opulence vibrating
myself as beauty and divine love.
Be clothed in light now and know
that in this light, you are affluent.

And as light you claim and it
is. And those who know say
“Amen.” We are gathered
together this morning to
proclaim the unification of
soul, mind and body. Let the
body, my body of light fulfill
its mission on earth as the
glory stream of the All Mighty.
Be centered. Proclaim the
light in you. All cells take on
the light now and be as one
community as a cathedral
of joy and love.

and that you have an important
place within that circle of life.
Let your laugh become a
symphonic sound, a
contribution to the whole
symphony of praise and
celebration that is the Circle's
Song.

Let Me express. Let Me feed
My sheep. Let Me shine. Let
Me. Let Me. Let Me. Stay in
that dimension where I can
be, where you and I are
together as oneness, unity,
And remember that Spirit joy, happiness, healing.
does not have to be serious
and sober. You can jive with A way to keep your energy “up”
the Spirit as long as you are is through the ceremony of
centered in the Creative Spirit praise and gratitude. Say,
and expressing as an artistic “Thank you.” Say thank you for
expression of the soul. t h a t w h i c h h a s n o t y e t
Sometimes it is very difficult appeared. Know and say thank
to be free and laugh and skip you. Thank the elements for
a n d j u m p a n d s t i l l b e forming the light! Give thanks
centered.
for all life in expression. Say
I often see so many sober
faces trying to be spiritual.
And I wonder if people aren't
afraid of their energy and so
they think they have to be
very, very silent and you know
very, very serious and have
very serious music on so they
can meditate. But when we
can trust ourselves, really
trust ourselves in the Spirit,
then we can laugh and have a
wonderful time together. I
hope more and more people
take on that joy of the spirit
and that light of the soul.
Because the more we try to be
spiritual, the less we are.
Really, that's true. But when
you laugh - be conscious that
you are with others who share
your environment. It is
important to be conscious of
your attunement with all life

thank you often and mean it.
Say thank you to all creation. It
may seem to be a dark day for
you but say “thank you.” You'd
be surprised in what changes a
“thank you” can make!
In God consciousness, the
only authority is you.
Essentially you are the maker
and the creator, the be-ing I
AM. And if you let My light fall
what chance have I of
bestowing My light on others?
When you walk down the street,
shine and your music will be
heard. Catch the joy of the
dolphin. Begin to free Willy
within yourself and be an angel
of My light.
-Crystal
1

Free Willy is a film about a dolphin
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LET YOUR WHOLE BODY BE OF LIGHT
The University Papers No. 12
This is the consciousness that will transcend
all consciousness and permit you to be with
Me always. I have come again through man
to begin a new life, renewed by
COMPASSION for the human race. This is
My Word I seek to express, that man become
the ACTIVITY of My Father's Life in Me. So
man might see, I have risen. Today I AM in
Paradise.
I live to express now through you, O Man - to
deliver My peoples through you. I Am
Creator formed in the Beginning. I Am Light.
There comes now upon My people a LIGHT
of new beginning. As it is given as a mantle of
illumination, of divine fire, I come! - I,
Sananda, speak.
Priestess, know My Word. Deny not My
Word. I seek to express to mankind through
your heart and mind. So be it. There is My
Word. I light My land as I come!
Energy does not weaken; it goes across My
land like rockets in full bloom. I Am formed
IN A NEW WAY. I Am sending to My people
divine love as the realization comes of My
Being.
Sit now upon the rock and ponder this.
Sananda, Lord Jesus, Christ in Man.
Selah.
given to Crystal October 17, 1982 1:00 pm

THE LIVING LIGHT IS YOU!
(This is a message given to Walter Haswell at
an Inner Voice Workshop, Rochester, NY,
September 26, 1982):
The light Body is the transition of your
mortal body to the New Age Spiritual body. It
is catalyzed by Spiritual light and by the
recognition and acceptance of the presence
of the light body. This is an evolutionary step
- a part of heightened consciousness
becoming. At some near time the present
body will not accept the higher vibration
level of the new age.
From Light we came, to Light we will return.

LIGHT BODY - That
consciousness that concedes
itself to God - a gift to my children
through my son who goes before
you preparing the way.
"
I am the truth, the way and the
life. "(John 14:6)

chosen workers of Planet Earth.
This is My Hour. I attend My
children. Final days are here.
Come home.
Blessed are the forerunners. They
shall be named “wonderful.”
Blessed are they who believe in
Me -Jesus The Christ.

I, Sananda, speak. All My sons
rise unto Me as consciousness
More About The Light Body -- received divine.
by Crystal:
A new birth awaits you in Me.
Behold now the light of the second
The Light Body is a conscious coming. Open your eyes and SEE.
reorganization of your molecular
structure as you create who you are received October 16, 1982 12:00
without disturbance to the mortal field. midnight by Crystal
It is the RESURRECTED body of the
New Age. Its vibration is of the
HERE IS MY PSALM
frequency of this earth AT A HIGHER
(This is a portion of a seminar
LEVEL OF ATTAINMENT. It comes as
given in Roanoke, Virginia on
a unity of heaven and earth. It is the
April 24, 1982)
Christ "returned" in visible form
through you. The Light Body is the
Because there is one Master, and
Creator in form.
that Master is the Lord I AM, the
Son Manifest, there is only one
As light you must travel now, ever
Teacher. That Teacher is that Light
conscious of your being as love. Golden
and that holy ministry, My Word,
Light is yours - Claim it! You are the
which is given to all men. (Men
BODY OF LIGHT. It is vibrational
being man and woman.) But the
intake of the Christ IN A NEW WAY.
minute you proclaim yourself as
teacher you disqualify the sound
Sananda is initiating this body through
on My Breath and you lose Me. I
His children. It is the Christ force in
say I come as the Teacher in all
action and Unity is its purpose.
life. The Teacher is always in the
Higher forms of living will actuate now
Christ awareness. So, in listening
IN MY NAME.
for the Inner Voice, the divine
Word of God, the true Teacher of
Your body is to begin a new dimension
the Universe, the wise Counsel
of consciousness just as the Earth. As the
that we have within us, I bid you
Earth rises, so does the body of her
not to look outside yourself to a
children who dwell on the Earth.
teacher, to a guru, to a role model,
to a guide but to abide within - to
Let the Earth rejoice! Let the body
follow that Christ, to listen to that
receive its light! Let the New Age begin!
One, and free yourselves from the
mold of your polluted ways. Enter
Blessed are the Lord's children, the holy
My gate and come home. I have
Christ - children who abide in Me and I
in them. Behold the Lord's children, the
continued on page 8
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LET YOUR WHOLE BODY BE OF LIGHT
words to give of My Son. The Teacher is
always the Son within, the risen Christ, the
blessed I AM. You cannot avoid My Son's
Life in you. It is a formation of My energy
that I have given to manifest Myself - and I
will not be stopped! Lo, I seek Myself in
expression now. I AM the return of My Son
in you. I say Christ has risen. Animal stream
will be no more. My rhythm will not be
stopped. I AM the Light of the World and he
(she) who abides in Me is lifted.
We are purged, we are cleansed, we are
made ready for the King Who is
consciousness ascended. (I return to My
Father). This is the formation of a NEW
EARTH. Let go and let Me be....for this day
is Mine and I have come.
So, we see something happening as we
experience a full purging of our life to
adjust to the new frequency of the King is
come. Now is the divine Presence of our
Self, Creator IN Man, born as a full identity.
We are purged and made anew! This
indwelling Presence grows, becoming so
strong, so full, so rich that we must not
separate our consciousness from it, but
become one with it. As we surrender into
this Light, we are full Man, conscious of our
true identity in Trinity of life. This is
Sananda's adjustment.. He is coming to
manifest your change as CREATOR AT
LARGE. It is the full manifestation of your
rhythm now as LIGHT. And this is the
triumphant entry into My Word, Ashram of
Light. So be it and Amen.
When you look to another outside yourself,
you will not realize the Christ within. I say, I
have come within the soul of man and he
that looks to Me shall find Me. I Am Lord
over all and I rest in you. This is the new
race consciousness revealed by Jesus The
Christ who nourished the supreme
realization within Himself. It is the
consciousness of oneness that personifies in
the rhythm of the Creator. The new race
consciousness is the vibrating presence of
unification. There is nothing to fear. I AM
life, complete stabilization. I Am peace and
I Am born of Man. I AM consciousness

Continued from page 7
illusion, My sons and daughters,
freed of all externalization. No holds because I stand with you now. My
exist in Me. I turn not this way nor that. I Spirit abides with you all.
seek not to enter nor to depart. I Am the
Christ of Man. I come and I free!
Your needs are met in the moment.
I cultivate My garden Myself. Your
This glory which is with us now as home is with Me, in the Son. I say,
rhythm of the eternal Creator, focused C o m e h o m e . S t a n d i n e v e r
upon, can bring joy into your life as readiness for My Word. I seek to
never before! It is My will that you be fulfill My Father's will. For this,
joyous. I have come to free you of that you are blessed. Be the silence of
which is not of Me. I take you into a new the Lord. I AM then able to speak.
place as the old world collapses into Out of divine Consciousness I
nothingness!
come. Much power lies in silence.
It is the Mount of My Love.
Let your consciousness rest in Me. Then Remain still. I speak from that
you will not suffer. Suffering is felt only point.
as you struggle to hold to that which is
not yours. Rest in Me, for I will lead you Let My rhythm clothe you in the
into a new place of revealed life - and light body. The density is falling
this life shall be called wonderful - Let away from you. Your form is
go and let God. With the personality changing to My rhythm. You will
raging, the soul is not able to express the move more freely in the fulfillment
beauty of the Christ.
of the Father's will. That is My
Word to you. Let consciousness
The guidance comes now, stronger than ascend to actify the Christ body
ever before, within all of you, as My and glorify Me! I Am sending you
Word. But you must enter into My out as bearers of My light to bring
Consciousness to receive it. Many souls home My children that they might
are being overburdened by their be lifted also. You will be lifted
personal desires. When you lust through into a higher radiation of divine
the senses, you fulfill Me not. Be clad in energy and, moving as Spirit, you
My Word, fulfilling My will, and be will touch many more than you
centered in Me. Christ is always in a could in the denser radiation position to activate Himself, fulfilling because I AM fulfilled as light! It is
the Father's will. As you stand with the My field of Energy you will be in Christ, as the Christ, energy is manifest that is what I mean by light body. It
in perfect synchronization to fulfill the is the Son manifest, yea, the
plan - the unfoldment of My Being. But Manifest Son. The Creative
you must listen selflessly and with an Energy flows much more rapidly,
open heart. Then what you hear will be fluidly, powerfully, through the
of My Father and not of the human will. bodies of light. It is sufficient to
There is one Voice and one Voice only. say you will be lifted. Much
Key yourself to this. Put aside your preparation has been made for this.
personal desires and listen alertly to the You are bodies of light. Light. I
Creator within as My Word. If you do AM.
not do this, you will be fooled. Astral
illusion is everywhere on your planet. Conflicts are resolved by simply
You must not desire for yourself, keep refocusing your energy. Look to
that in mind. Call in the whole plan the Christ within. Look to the God
which is the movement of the Holy
Spirit. Do not be tempted by the astral
continued on page 9
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LET YOUR WHOLE BODY BE OF LIGHT
within and conflict melts away for there is
full administration in The Christ. There is a
transcendence as you lock into the Christ.
You call in the Father's energy to the divine
will of God and you see That moving; for
the life energy must express as will of God
to manifest the Creator in Man, Who is
complete in Himself - Lord of the realm. It
is simply a recognizing of that - Intuitive
Divinity, which is the Christ realization,
the unity of all forces in Man.
You need not resolve anything yourself. It
is not necessary. You simply learn to live in
Me. Then all is done, according to My
Father's will, which is the reality of the
soul. Never push anything. There is no
need to push. Just relax and be. I send you
out among My peoples to do My work.
Remember to forgive. The very act of
forgiveness always breaks up old energy
and gives back to Me that which is Mine.
As the sons forgive, they are lifting Me.
They are touching many hearts with My
Christ flow.
You must not be entangled in the webs of
mortal mind. Take hold of Me. I Am the
Christ Mind, the Way, the Divine
Intelligence on earth. Feast on that. All else
is sublimated to Me. I say, I have come! The
moment you seek Me, I Am there. It is
instantaneous. If you lift your Creator in
your heart, you have Him (bride of Christ).
If you judge, you are caught.
Consciousness must rise over the situation
into active flow of rhythm in Me.
Transcend and see with My eyes reality. I
AM all there is. This is the program for the
new earth, the new life, the new energy. I
have come. It is a state of awareness in My
people.
Raise up your hearts to Me. Raising up
your hearts to Me, in brotherhood, is the
translation process. This is the full Rapture
of the body, mind, soul and spirit. You are
now in the full Rapture. The risen
Consciousness is here, but you must accept
it and allow it to penetrate your system. In
this acceptance, it is.

Continued from page 8
The program is LOVE unfolding as
Grace on your planet. You will find
that you will not recognize this Earth
soon, as it surrenders itself to the
higher forces of life and gives body to
them.
Human life is sacred unto Me. I AM,
forming many movements of Me so
that life might be lifted into a new
vibration of creative love. These
movements springing forth are
reactions to the spiritual flow as I
loose upon this Earth My Being. All
My light be with you! As you feel
yourself being drawn into a particular
movement, I AM there. These
movements (Environmental, Peace,
Women's, Civil Rights, etc.) are
activities of My Spirit, channels of
My Love. As you enter a movement,
bring to it My Word. The sacred, holy
light be with you. Movements are
avenues of change. You are lifted up
that you might be the vessel for the
creative flow. Receive and let Me be.
I AM with you always.
This now is My time of triumph. I
have gathered up My people for a
purpose ... to bring a new age forth,
the second coming. But you must
learn to live with one another in
perfect health, without the
personalities conflicting. I will actify
holy marriages as My Word. You
must lift into unconditional,
impersonal love, which is not born of
self gratification but the giving of
Me.
He that is God manifests through us
as our Holy Self, our whole Self. In
this Oneness, blessed energy flows to
reveal his Voice, Consciousness as
our own. Let the Voice be heard
within the hearts of man. Let the holy
orders be given. Let the Lord's will be
known. Many call, but they do not
listen. What is given is My Truth.

Bear Truth out to My people. When
you rest in Me, you hear My Voice as
the Son moving across the waters of
silence into sound. God speaks
through the heart; and I have words to
speak unto you right now. Heed My
Voice. Selah.
Always come Home and experience
the reality you are. I AM the only life
there is. In My rhythm is perfection.
My seed rises out of Myself. I
externalize Myself. Give Me the
power to be in you. Then you are not
struggling with the material field but
only returning Home to your position
like the Prodigal Son. Benefit
humanity by standing in position now,
for I shall be the Light of the World.
Begin to feed of the Christ, not of the
material field. Leaving all behind,
follow Me. I AM the Son Manifest.
Let your consciousness rise to the
Godhead and KNOW. Forget all that
has gone before you. Drag not old
clothes with you but enter into a new
way, the Christ realization in your
heart. Rest in Me and be.
God will always recognize Himself
throughout creation through the eyes
of His children. I cannot be stopped
from being. Rest in Me. Then your
creative fields are open. Detach from
the appearance of what you think you
are and come Home. When you have
that position, you will allow Me to be.
I stand revealed. If you are threatened
by death, disease, or poverty, let them
go! Be strengthened in Me. My
children, come Home, into My Heart.
I AM That I AM and there is no death
in Me. I AM life everlasting.
Behold, I stand amongst you as Truth
revealed. Be centered and let My gift
of Light be with you as total
expression through Godhood.
Whatever is threatening you is not of
Me. The Christ IS. The Priesthood of
continued on page 10
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LET YOUR WHOLE BODY BE OF LIGHT
Melchizedek is not won by bowing to the
material field of life. Bow not to the world,
but enter into My gate of pure authority and
dominion. Let not the appearance deceive
you from that which is given from the
Father as pure light. My life is not broken
up. I know not disease. Please give Me the
power to express as you. We are one. My
gift to My people is upliftment. Forget all
that has gone before. You are in the Spirit
World now. My love enfolds the earth
through you. I Am doing this for My Father.
I Am Christ.
You understand that as we give the power of
life to God, knowing that we position
ourselves in that Life as Life itself, then God
will express. Once you accept Life as God,
it flows out evenly and perfectly as the
balanced life. Put on your Easter suits. I
have risen. The balanced mind is
consciousness divine.

***
COMPASSION
The world order emerged
This is The Christ, the reseeding of a new
individualization. It is unity of all peoples
everywhere, concerned not only for
themselves but for the planet itself. The
Christ within serves all life and is showing
Itself through Love.
Many are deceived. They do not obey Me.
In Love they find Me. In Consciousness of
Divine Love Where I AM. Thus in
actification I seek to serve mankind in
his/her hour of need. As form changes,
energy of Light, Love and Peace enters your
system as never before. For I have come not
as an “ordinary person” but as the Creator of
all life. The Word of Power rests within. Use
it and come into a NEW vitalization of Self
as expressed movement, the consummation
of My Ideal on earth. This is My Son
manifest, the reality of My Be-ing.
It is the climate of the times that human life
fades away, as we know it now. Let disease
be lifted from the planet and all dismay be
gone! I AM raising all My people in LOVE.
The “human” plane is over. I cover you with
greatness. Selah -

Continued from page 9

MEDITATIONS
• Faith is an act of God. It is through faith
that we learn to reveal. A strengthening of
the faith is imperative now as we move into
a new era of human concerns.
• Serve Me through your heart.
• You must begin now to shape the future
through the eye of the Beholder. The
Kingdom is within.
• There is a creative energy moving now
within the individual causing him/her to
speak and do in the Spirit.
• Remember you must direct the Energy
out, not in. There is the reign of the new
world.
• The Christ is the Government. But the
Christ is in unity with all peoples.
• We must not concern ourselves with the
search for the Creator or with ourselves,
but with service. In that we will find our
Creator and ourselves.
• The willingness to serve is the Creator.
• If you follow My Word, you will know
the Kingdom of love.

Being. That Being is the
Supreme Energy of this planet.
With this Body completely
manifested through the children
of Light- high consciousness
network- the Capstone of the
planet shall be returned to its
place and the consciousness of
the planet be called SON.
These are My times of
tribulation, My dear ones.
In Christ they have new life. Tell
them, I AM there! When they are
hungry, I will feed them.
My ministry is of the Spirit, not
of the flesh. I say, Come, you
wasted lives, and enter Me.
Where I AM all is good and in
harmony. Cease your fighting. I
guide you upwards now into a
NEW BEGINNING. I AM
raising all My people Into Me
now. Feast on the full Spirit of
God. It is yours!

A NEW WAY
Make your connection with Me
OPEN UP AND BE
and all is well. I stand ready to
There is only one Body, one Life, but in express Myself as you. I need
t h a t B o d y a r e m a n y l i v e s , m a n y only that which is recognition
dimensions, chapters of My Experience. and I AM.
When I experience, I FEEL. This feeling
produces out of Me. As the forces make I AM at the peace table already
themselves known to you, they will quarrel but you will not find Me. You
with each other. Opposing forces will s p e a k i n t e r m s I d o n o t
actify in your experience on earth. But, as understand. As oneness, I AM
you learn to unify through vibratory tones complete already. And yet you
of My Body and create from that (all must search and find without Me
be brought back to the One, Universal there. Open your consciousness.
Self), all harmony exists and fruitful Be not confused anymore.
experience reigns. Therefore, study not
opposite lines of thought (force) but As you seek peace on your
Oneness. The vibration of your studies planet, turn inward to find peace
corrects the ill feelings within yourself, within yourself. Let the Peace
setting off a pattern of harmony and flow from you as I. Remember
creative experience.
the peace as you move about the
room. Be conscious of My
The tendency to divide must stop here on peace.
earth and harmony of like upon like qualify
as the Life expression. Division does not You make your agreement
exist in My Word.
within yourself before going to
The Body of God is about to emerge as one

continued on page 11
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LET YOUR WHOLE BODY BE OF LIGHT
the peace table. First, find your point of
balance or basis of common agreement.
Instead of criticizing, build from the
agreement deep within your soul. Receive
ME and let Me be as agreement with all life
in expression.
Please note: Instead of reacting to a negative
vibration, deep within your soul be
conscious of My Son. Re-establish your
focus into the God-Self immediately and
allow that Christ Being to release of Itself
Christ reaction or CREATIVE ENERGY.
Consciousness ascended never agrees with
opposition, but it does know its place in the
One. It must be in Oneness where no
negativity exists. It cannot create out of
itself if it is polarized as negative reaction.
A change of attitude is needed - a creative
attitude- for peace is not won by reprisal but
by a humility of spirit, embracing both sides
of an issue, initiating a forward thrust of
universality.
We, as a people, can no longer live for
ourselves, our gratification's and our greeds
- but, because of the nuclear threat, we must
as a world begin to focus on a PLANETARY
UNITY and its progress in this generation.
Store no arms against Me.
You cannot live apart. You must join
together as one family on Earth. To do this,
you must love. Love is the consummation of
My Son's life in Me.
You must know this now - This Universe
cannot tolerate nuclear matter. It is of a
different vibrating rhythm. Nuclear energy,
as it is on earth, is a poison. All planets are
not built in the same manner, but our planet
and this system cannot and will not tolerate
nuclear energy in its present form! That is
why you can find no place to hide it.

Jepsen Chuse) unless otherwise
indicated.
The University of Melchizedek is an
established consciousness in the
higher planes which is being
introduced at this time. This is the
Creator Intelligence in man. The
entrance of this University into this
system is causing changes in the
Energy from the sun, safely radiated to embodiment of all life.
man, can be stored and used to
accelerate your planet's growth and TO KNOW PEACE, YOU MUST
your own. I, Sananda, speak.
BE AT PEACE. LIVE IN I AM.

Continued from page 10
planet, then serve her needs. This is My
order to you. I say, do not force yourself
and your will upon Me. Be, in the
rhythm of creation, the natural rhythm
of creation, and you will not die. This is
My law.

(Sananda is a vibratory accord with the Dear Ones:
Universe.)
This message of LIGHT and
PROMISE is sent to you from The
You don't impose a system on people. Christ. Prosper by it.
There must be mutual agreement.
I, Christ, speak:
On economics: You need more give and
take. You are non-supportive, as a Lay thy burdens down at My feet
people, and this causes the economic for I behold you as perfect. I behold
slump. If peaceful accord is maintained you as My Son of My radiant
and sustained by your willingness to energy supreme. I Am giving you a
share, you will all prosper in creative great Light today - a new Light
be-ing.
NEVER BROUGHT to Earth
before. Abide in It. When you hold
We can only agree to disarmament it others will see it and so join the
when we can trust ourselves. Therefore movement. Let peace be! O joyous
we must find peace within ourselves. peace of consummation with
This is the paradigm shift. And this Christ.
focuses itself now on the peace
movement - the creation of a new Behold I come! I Am with you and I
energy of peace and alignment.
bring great tidings of joy to all My
people everywhere. For this is My
Through the peace movement and all hour, yea, My time. I attend you.
other consciousness movements, there Give personal counseling to those
must be a unification in God, a lifting you meet for you will have My
up into Oneness. We don't have to Voice. Yea, I shall be with you to
worry about this person or that person... open them to My anointing of joy. I
why they are not accepting the Truth. hold you as My own. I attend you as
All we must feel is Oneness ... and it the First Voice.
will be a Mighty March...God revealed.
What you are seeing is the Tidal Waves Come into My radiance now. Be
of the Second Coming. The energy of pillars of light. Lo, I Am with you
Light and Love moving across your always as the Christ Child of the
planet Earth.
Universe. I Am Michael now and I
Am here with you, positioned in
Break the apathy. It is time to serve consciousness as I AM. Feed My
together as one body in vital force
Christ Michael, the Creator of our
divine.
1

You force yourselves on this planet and you
push her as though she had no
consciousness of her own! You bring havoc
on yourself by doing this. Weave a planetary
unity in love divine. Receive what she
needs, not what you want. The planet has
laws of her own. If you would live on the

1

All writing is through Crystal (Patricia

Universe, known as Jesus the Son of
God.
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